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. Instant Road allows you to create roads in Sketchup with a single click. It is a must have plugin. What is Instant Road? Instant Road is a
powerful terrain extension that allows you to create roads and driveways with a single click, paving the way for ambitious architectural
projects. It allows you to define straight or curved road or even ramps through a single interface and even allows you to generate a digital
elevation map, directly from the road. You can take off quantities for road surface, curb length and even import/export your roads as
topology. Main Features Create roads with a single click, directly from the user interface. Roads can be straight or curved. Control road
width, spacing and curve radius to add any design wanted. Generate a grid based elevation map directly from the road. Adjust road path via
image editing tools. Multiple editing interfaces (on road) available to allow an intuitive workflow. Plan your project step-by-step and finish it
in a click with analysis tools. Topographic details such as manhole, curb, and parking lot provided. Works in conjunction with Drawing Plugin
for SketchUp. Instant Road comes with a video tutorial which illustrates the main features of the plugin. Installation Download the latest
version of Sketchup from Sketchup Central Website. Download and install the plugin in Sketchup. To use Instant Road, install the Sketchup
Drawing plugin and Sketchup Instant Road plugin. Link the Sketchup drawing plugin and Sketchup instant road plugin extensions in Sketchup
Add the Sketchup drawing plugin extension and Sketchup instant road extension in the Sketchup plugin list under plugins. Click on the
connection button between the Sketchup drawing extension and Sketchup instant road extension in the Sketchup plugin tool bar. Click on
Manage Plugins. Click on install drawing. Click on install road. Plugins installed. To access sketchup drawing plugin extension and sketchup
instant road extension click on toolbar or Tools -> Extensions in Sketchup. Screenshot Free Download Demo Previews References
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